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General Instructions: 

1) All questions are compulsory and 

carry equal marks. 

2) There is no negative marking. 

3) There is only one correct answer 

hence write one choice only. 

4) Please avoid cutting/overwriting 

etc. 

5) Return the paper to the invigilator 

at the end of the examination. 
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GENERAL SCIENCE [40] 
Tick the correct answer. 
1) I am white. You can drink me. I am in the dairy 

group. Who am I? 
 

 
 
 
 

a] Milk b] Egg c] Rice d]Cheese 

 

2) We require _______ to live. 
 a] toys  b] food  

c] clothes  d] books 

3) What did the early humans build to help them carry 
heavy loads from one place to another? 

 
 

 

 

a] Raft b] Car c] Ship d] Aeroplane 

 
4) What is the young one of a hen called? 
 a] Chick b] Kitten c] Puppy d] Lamb 

 
5) What are coracles made of? 
 a] Cane b] Jute c] Cloth d]Twigs 
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6) Seven days and seven nights make a _______. 
 a] day b] fortnight c] week d] month 

 

7) We see the _________ at night. 
 a] sun b] comet c] moon d] rainbow 

 
8) We live on the planet _________. 
 a] Earth b] Mercury c] Jupiter d] Mass 

 
9) Horses, camels and donkeys are domestic animals 

that carry __________ for us. 
 a] loads b] milk c] air d] space 

 
10) Insects are small animals that have _______ legs. 
 a] eight b] four c] no d] six 

 

11) Some people live in special kind of house that are 
movable is called ____________. 

 a] igloo b] skyscraper c] caravan d] tree house 

 
12) Birds have _______ to protect their body from heat, 

cold and rain. 
 a] jacket b] oily skin c] fur d] feather  

 

13) The pumpkin plant is a _________. 
 a] creeper b] climber c] herb d] shrub 
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14) We get oil from which of the following 
 
 
 
  

 a] Rose b] Sunflower c] Lotus d] Hibiscus  

 

15) _________ is a bird which cannot fly. 
 a] Crow b] Pigeon c] Penguin   d] Kingfisher 

 
16) _______ is a cereal. 
 a] Pepper b] Cardamom c] Rice d] Dal 

 

17) _______ is natural non living thing. 
 a] Car b] Star c] Snake d] Rat 

 

18) Bees make homes known as 
 a] nest b] hives c] den d] kennel 

 

19) _____ have fins to swim in water. 
 a] Insects b] Snakes c] Fish d] Birds 

 

20) _________ is a pet animal. 
 a] Bear b] Dog c] Deer d] Tiger 
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21) My fingers help me to 

 a] listen to music b] hold a toy 

 c] see a picture d] walk  

22) We should keep the windows open to get. 

 a] sunlight and air b] water 

 c] guests  d] letters 

23) An astronaut travels to space in a 
 a] space craft  b] aeroplane  

 c] helicopter  d] car 

24) Which of the following animal eats grass? 
 
 
 
 
  

 a] Cat b] Spider c] Goat d]Blue whale 

 
25) Which one of the following is not a bird? 
  
 
 

 a] b]  c] d] 

26) Which of the following is used to clean our teeth? 

 a] handkerchief b] mug 

 c] comb  d] brush 
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27) On a hot day the sun 

 a] does not shine b] shines brightly  

 c] hides under clouds d] does not rise 

28) Moving air is called 

 a] wind b] flood c] tsunami d] rain 

 

29) Name the sense organ that helps us to taste. 
 a] Nose b] Skin c] Tongue d] Eyes 

 

30) Which of the following is a flesh eating animal? 
 
 

 

 a] Goat b] Rabbit c] Cow d] Bear 

 
31) A _______ can live both on land and in water 
 
 
 
 a] crab b] fish c] octopus d] seahorse 

 
32) We get honey from __________. 
 a] plants b] bees c] ants d] deer 

 

33) I cure people who are unwell. Who am I?  
a]Painter b]Carpenter c] Plumber d] Doctor 
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34) One of the following does not related to cows. 
Which is that? 
a]Egg b] Paneer c] Butter d] Cream 

 

35) Which part of our body helps to hear different 
sounds? 
a]Nose b] Mouth c] Lips d] Ears 

 

36) Birds are able to fly with the help of ________. 
a] wings b] fins c] beaks d] legs 

 

37) We make doors, windows, tables, chairs with the 
_______ of trees. 
a] leaves b] woods c] fruits d] seeds 

 

38) Which of the following things do we get from 

plants? 

a] honey , silk, milk b] rubber, oil, cotton 

c] paneer, butter, ghee d] egg, wool, cheese 

39) Match the animal with their home. 
A] Cow -   Nest [A] 
B] Birds -  Web [B] 
C] Dog -  Shed [C] 
D] Spider -  Kennel [D]  

 a] A–C, B–A, C-D, D–B b] A–A, B–B, C–C, D–D 

 c] A–B, B–C, C–D, D–A d] A–C, B–B, C–D, D–B 
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40) Which of the following give birth to its young one? 
 a]Snake b] Lizard c] Duck d] Monkey 

 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE  

41) When did India become Independent? 

 a] 26th January b] 15th August 

 c] 2nd October  d] 14th November 

42) How many lions does our national emblem have? 

 a] 3 b] 4 c] 2 d] 5 

 

43) What is the capital of our country? 
 a] India  b] New Delhi  

 c] Mumbai  d] Nasik 

44) Which currency is used in Japan? 
 a]Pound b] Dollar c] Yen d] Rupee 

 

45) In which sport does Viswanathan Anand famous? 
 a] Cricket b] Chess c] Football d] Volleyball 

 

46) A fruit that shares its name with a colour is______. 
 a]plum b]orange c] cherry d] guava 

 

47) Panaji is the capital of _________. 
 a] Gujarat b] Kerala c] Tripura d] Goa 
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48) Name the animal  
     a] Wolf  

     b] Lion  

     c] Kangaroo  

     d] Tiger 

49) Identify the instrument 

      a] Violin  

      b] Veena  

      c] Guitar  

      d] Saxophone 

50) Who is the author of “Malgudi Days”? 

 a] R.K.Narayan b] Rudyard Kipling 

 c] Arundhati Roy d] Jane Ostine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


